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Snowdonia National Park
Also includes higher summits south to Plynlimon.

#ClimbSnowdon and more! Plan for an enjoyable day in Snowdonia National Park
For advice and support from qualified Mountain Leaders - info@climb-snowdon.co.uk

General Summary for Friday, 18 May, 2018
British Mountain Summary:
Based on forecast chart for noon 18 May, 2018

A weakening front will bring a little light rain to the Scottish Highlands,
mainly near west coast - but even here total rainfall very small. Windy
coastal NW Highlands. Fine, excellent visibility from S. Scotland
southwards and almost windless.
Headline for Snowdonia National Park

Fine. Sunshine, most extensive morning. Hardly any breeze.

Detailed Forecast for Friday, 18 May, 2018
How windy? (On the
summits)

Direction varying; 10mph or less.

Effect of wind on
you?

Negligible

How wet?

No rain

Cloud on the hills?

Not expected

Chance of cloud free
summits?

Almost certain

Sunshine and air
clarity?

Extensive sunshine.
The sun will weaken from the west due to thin high level cloud and cloud may cut out the
sun in the afternoon.
Excellent visibility.

How Cold? (at 900m)

7C

Freezing Level

Above the summits.
Ground frost some valleys at dawn.
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MOUNTAIN WEATHER INFORMATION SERVICE
Snowdonia National Park - Looking Ahead

Saturday 19 May

Sunday 20 May

How windy? (On the
summits)

Southerly, slowly strengthening from 5 to
15mph.

Southerly ranging from 10 to perhaps
temporarily 20mph Snowdon range.

Effect of wind on
you?

Mostly negligible

Small.

How wet?

Rain not expected

Rain unlikely

Small risk brief bursts of rain Snowdon
range later afternoon or evening.

Cloud on the hills?

Little if any

Very little

Chance of cloud
free summits?

80%

70%

Sunshine and air
clarity?

Bright sunshine and just patchy cloud
forming.
Slight haze.

Patches of sunshine.
Visibility very good.

How Cold? (at
900m)

9C.

9C

Freezing Level

Above the summits.

Above the summits.

Planning Outlook
All mountain areas of Britain from Saturday, 19 May, 2018
Frequently dry with forecast charts indicating fairly high pressure over the next week to 10 days. Nevertheless, not completely
dry with rain NW Britain Sunday and Monday, and threat bursts of thundery rain England and Wales centred on Tuesday.
Fairly warm, but with significant snow patches remaining on the Scottish Highlands; despite sustained snowmelt, routes onto
some Munros (mainly those coming in from the north) are likely to remain blocked by hard snow and ice.

Forecast issued at 15:59 on Thursday, 17 May, 2018
Forecasts are issued daily by 16:30 and are kept under review and amended as necessary. However, expected conditions
can still change after issue. © Copyright Geoff Monk & Associates, 2018.
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